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Abstract- Data warehousing and on-line analytical 

processing (OLAP) are essential elements of decision 

support, which has Increasingly become a focus of the 

database industry. Many commercial products and 

services are now available, and all of the principal 

database management system vendors now have 

offerings in these areas. Decision support places some 

rather different requirements on database technology 

compared to traditional on-line transaction processing 

applications. This paper provides an overview of data 

warehousing and OLAP technologies, with an emphasis 

on their new requirements. We describe back end tools 

for extracting, cleaning and loading data into a data 

warehouse; multidimensional data models typical of 

OLAP; front end client tools for querying and data 

analysis; server extensions for efficient query 

processing; and tools for metadata management and for 

managing the warehouse. In addition to surveying the 

state of the art, this paper also identifies some 

promising research issues, some of which are related to 

problems that the database research community has 

worked on for years, but others are only just beginning 

to be addressed. This overview is based on a tutorial 

that the authors presented at the VLDB Conference, 

1996. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data warehousing is a gathering of choice backing 

innovations, went for empowering the information 

specialist (official, supervisor, investigator) to greatly 

improve the situation and quicker choices. The 

previous three years have seen touchy development, 

both in the quantity of items and administrations 

offered, and in the appropriation of these advances by 

industry. As per the META Group, the information 

warehousing business, including equipment, database 

programming, and instruments, is anticipated to 

develop from $12 billion in 2013 to $18 billion in 

2017. Information warehousing advances have been 

effectively conveyed innumerous commercial 

enterprises: producing (for request shipment and 

client help), retail (for client profiling and stock 

administration), and budgetary administrations (for 

cases investigation, hazard investigation, Visa 

examination, and misrepresentation recognition), 

transportation (for armada administration), 

information transfers (for call investigation and 

misrepresentation discovery), utilities (for force 

utilization examination), and health awareness (for 

results dissection). This paper shows a guide of 

information warehousing innovations, concentrating 

on the exceptional prerequisites that information 

stockrooms put on database administration 

frameworks (Dbmss). 

An information stockroom is a subject-ranged, 

incorporated, time varying, non-unpredictable 

gathering of information that is utilized 

fundamentally in authoritative choice making. 

Typically, the information stockroom is kept up 

independently from the association's operational 

databases. There are numerous explanations behind 

doing this.  

The information stockroom underpins on-line 

investigative transforming (Olap), the practical and 

execution necessities of which are very not the same 

as those of the on-line transaction preparing (OLTP) 

applications generally backed by the operational 

databases. 

OLTP applications ordinarily robotize administrative 

information handling undertakings, for example, 

request entrance and managing account transactions 

that are the bread-and-spread normal operations of an 

association. These errands are organized and 

redundant, and comprise of short, nuclear, detached 

transactions. The transactions require itemized, 

progressive information, and read or redesign a 

couple of (several) records got to commonly on their 

essential keys. Operational databases have a tendency 

to be many megabytes to gigabytes in size. 

Consistency and recoverability of the database are 

basic, and amplifying transaction throughput is the 

key execution metric. Thus, the database is outlined 

to reflect the operational semantics of known 
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applications, what's more, specifically, to minimize 

concurrency clashes. 

Information stockrooms, conversely, are focused for 

choice help. Chronicled, condensed and solidified 

information is more vital than itemized, individual 

records. Since information distribution centers 

contain merged information, maybe from a few 

operational databases, over conceivably long times of 

time, they have a tendency to be requests of extent 

bigger than operational databases; venture 

information distribution centers are anticipated to be 

many gigabytes to terabytes in size. The workloads 

are question serious with generally specially 

appointed, complex questions that can access a great 

many records and perform a ton of sweeps, joins, 

furthermore totals. Inquiry throughput and reaction 

times are more paramount than transaction 

throughput. 

To encourage complex breaks down and 

visualization, the information in a stockroom is 

regularly demonstrated multidimensionality. For 

case, in a deals information distribution center, time 

of offer, deals area, salesman, and item may be a 

percentage of the measurements of investment. 

Frequently, these measurements are progressive; time 

of deal may be composed as a day-month-quarter-

year progressive system, item as an item class 

industry progressive system. 

Typically,(Shows up in ACM Sigmod Record, March 

1997)OLAP operations incorporate rollup (expanding 

the level of collection) and drill-down (diminishing 

the level of collection or expanding point of interest) 

along one or more measurement chains of 

importance, slice and dice (choice and projection), 

and turn (re-arranging the multidimensional 

perspective of information).Given that operational 

databases are finely tuned to backing known OLTP 

workloads, attempting to execute complex OLAP 

inquiries against the operational databases would 

bring about inadmissible execution. Moreover, choice 

backing obliges information that may be absent from 

the operational databases; case in point, 

comprehension patterns or making forecasts requires 

verifiable information, though operational databases 

store just present information. Choice backing 

generally obliges solidifying information from 

numerous heterogeneous sources: these may 

incorporate outside sources, for example, stock 

market bolsters, notwithstanding a few operational 

databases. The diverse sources may contain 

information of shifting quality, or use conflicting 

representations, codes and organizations, which must 

be accommodated. At long last, supporting the 

multidimensional information models and operations 

normal of OLAP obliges exceptional information 

association, access techniques, what's more execution 

strategies, not by and large gave by business Dbmss 

focused for OLTP. It is for all these reasons that 

information stockrooms are actualized independently 

from operational databases. 

Information stockrooms may be executed on standard 

or augmented social Dbmss, called Relational OLAP 

(ROLAP) servers. These servers accept that 

information is put away in social databases, and they 

help expansions to SQL and exceptional access and 

usage strategies to proficiently actualize the 

multidimensional information model and operations. 

Conversely, multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP) 

servers are servers that specifically store 

multidimensional information in unique information 

structures (e.g., exhibits) and execute the OLAP 

operations over these uncommon information 

structures. There is something else entirely to 

building and keeping up an information distribution 

center than selecting an OLAP server and 

characterizing a mapping and some perplexing 

questions for the distribution center. Diverse 

engineering options exist. Numerous associations 

need to execute a coordinated endeavor distribution 

center that gathers data about all subjects (e.g., 

clients, items,deals, stakes, work force) spreading 

over the entire association.  Notwithstanding, 

building a venture distribution center is a long and 

complex procedure, obliging far reaching business 

displaying, and may take numerous years to succeed. 

A few associations are settling for information shops 

rather, which are departmental subsets concentrated 

on chose subjects (e.g., an advertising information 

shop may incorporate client, item, and deals data). 

These information shops empower speedier take off, 

since they don't oblige endeavor wide agreement, yet 

they may prompt complex joining issues over the 

long haul, if a complete plan of action is not created. 

In Section 2, we depict a normal information 

warehousing structural planning, and the 

methodology of outlining and working a information 

distribution center. In Sections 3-7, we survey 

pertinent advances for stacking and invigorating 
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information in an information distribution center, 

stockroom servers, front end instruments, and 

distribution center administration instruments. In 

each one case, we call attention to what is unique in 

relation to customary database innovation, and we 

notice agent items. In this paper, we don't plan to 

give far reaching portrayals of all items in every 

class. We sway the intrigued peruser to look at late 

issues of exchange magazines, for example, 

Databased Consultant, Database Programming and 

Design, Datamation, what's more DBMS Magazine, 

and merchants' Web destinations for additional points 

of interest of business items, white papers, and case 

studies. The OLAP Council2 is a decent wellspring 

of data on institutionalization exertions over the 

business, and a paper by Codd, et al.3 characterizes 

twelve standards for OLAP items. At long last, a 

decent wellspring of references on information 

warehousing and OLAPis the Data Warehousing 

Information Center4.Explore in information 

warehousing is genuinely later, and has centered 

basically on question transforming and perspective 

upkeep issues. There still are numerous open 

examination issues. We finish up in Area 8 with a 

concise notice of these issues. 

II. ARCHITECTURE AND END-TO-END 

PROCESS 

Figure 1 shows a typical data warehousing 

architecture. 

 
It incorporates tools for concentrating information 

from numerous operational databases and outside 

sources; for cleaning, changing also incorporating 

this information; for stacking information into the 

information stockroom; and for intermittently 

invigorating the distribution center to reflect 

redesigns at the sources and to cleanse information 

from the stockroom, maybe onto slower archival 

capacity. What's more to the principle stockroom, 

there may be a few departmental information bazaars. 

Information in the stockroom and information stores 

is put away what's more overseen by one or more 

stockroom servers, which present multidimensional 

perspectives of information to a mixture of front end 

devices: inquiry apparatuses, report authors, 

examination instruments, and information mining 

devices. At last, there is a store for putting away and 

managing metadata, and tools for monitoring and 

administering the warehousing system. 

The stockroom may be disseminated for burden 

adjusting, adaptability, and higher accessibility. In 

such a disseminated building design, the metadata 

vault is normally repeated with each one section of 

the distribution center, and the whole stockroom is 

directed midway. An option building design, 

actualized for practicality when it might be so lavish 

there is no option build a solitary sensibly 

incorporated endeavor distribution center, is an 

alliance of distribution centers or information stores, 

each with its own vault and decentralized 

organization. 

Designing and rolling out a data warehouse is a 

complex process, consisting of the following 

activities:- 

 Define the architecture, do capacity 

planning, and select the storage servers, 

database and OLAP servers, and tools. 

  Integrate the servers, storage, and client 

tools. 

 Design the warehouse schema and views. 

 Define the physical warehouse organization, 

data placement, partitioning, and access 

methods. 

  Connect the sources using gateways, ODBC 

drivers, or other wrappers. 

 Design and implement scripts for data 

extraction, cleaning, transformation, load, 

and refresh. 

  Populate the repository with the schema and 

view definitions, scripts, and other metadata. 

 Design and implement end-user 

applications. 

 Roll out the warehouse and applications. 

III. BACK END TOOLS AND UTILITIES 

Information warehousing frameworks utilize a 

mixture of information extraction and cleaning 
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instruments, and stack and revive utilities for 

populating stockrooms. Information extraction from 

"remote" sources is generally executed through doors 

and standard interfaces, (for example,Data Builders 

EDA/SQL, ODBC, Oracle Open Join, Sybase 

Enterprise Connect, Informix Enterprise Door). 

Information Cleaning Since an information 

distribution center is utilized for choice making, it is 

vital that the information in the stockroom be right. 

On the other hand, since expansive volumes of 

information from various sources are included, there 

is a high likelihood of lapses and irregularities in the 

information.. Hence, apparatuses that assistance to 

locate information oddities and right them can have a 

high result. Some samples where information 

cleaning gets to be fundamental are: conflicting field 

lengths, conflicting depictions, conflicting quality 

assignments, missing entrances and infringement of 

respectability requirements. Of course, discretionary 

fields in information passage structures are 

noteworthy wellsprings of conflicting information. 

There are three related, however sort of distinctive, 

classes of information cleaning devices. Information 

relocation apparatuses permit straightforward change 

tenets to be indicated; e.g., "supplant the string sex by 

sex". Stockroom Manager from Prism is an case of a 

famous instrument of this kind. Information cleaning 

instruments use space particular information (e.g., 

postal locations) to do the scouring of information. 

They frequently endeavor parsing and fluffy 

matching strategies to perform cleaning from 

numerous sources. A few apparatuses make it 

conceivable to detail the "relative cleanliness" of 

sources. Apparatuses, for example, Integrity and 

Trillium fall in this classification. Information 

evaluating instruments make it conceivable to find 

guidelines and connections (or to flag infringement of 

expressed guidelines) by filtering information. 

Subsequently, such apparatuses may be considered 

variations of information mining instruments. Case in 

point, such a instrument may find a suspicious 

example (focused around measurable examination) 

that a certain auto merchant has never gotten any 

protests.  

 

Load  

In the wake of concentrating, cleaning and changing, 

information must be stacked into the stockroom. 

Extra preprocessing may in any case be obliged: 

checking honesty imperatives; sorting; synopsis, total 

and other processing to construct the inferred tables 

put away in the stockroom; building lists furthermore 

different access ways; and dividing to various target 

capacity ranges. Normally, group load utilities are 

utilized for this reason. Notwithstanding populating 

the stockroom, a heap utility must permit the 

framework overseer to screen status, to drop, suspend 

and resume a heap, and to restart after 

disappointment with no loss of information 

respectability. The heap utilities for information 

distribution centers need to manage much bigger 

information volumes than for operational databases. 

There is just a little time window (generally during 

the evening) when the distribution center can be 

taken disconnected from the net to revive it. 

Successive burdens can take quite a while, e.g., 

stacking a terabyte of information can take weeks and 

months! Thus, pipelined and parceled parallelism are 

ordinarily abused 6. Doing a full load has the 

advantage that it can be dealt with as a long clump 

transaction that develops another database. While it is 

in advancement, the current database can at present 

help questions; when the heap transaction submits, 

the current database is supplanted with the new one. 

Utilizing intermittent checkpoints guarantees that if a 

disappointment happens amid the heap, the 

methodology can restart from the last checkpoint. 

Then again, actually utilizing parallelism, a full load 

may even now take as well long. Most business 

utilities (e.g., Redbrick Table Administration Utility) 

use incremental stacking amid invigorate to diminish 

the volume of information that must be fused into the 

stockroom. Just the upgraded tuples are embedded. In 

any case, the heap transform now is harder to 

oversee. The incremental burden clashes with 

continuous questions, so it is treated as an 

arrangement of shorter transactions (which confer 

intermittently, e.g., after every 1000 records or each 

few seconds), yet now this succession of transactions 

must be 520 composed to guarantee consistency of 

inferred information and files with the base 

information. 

 

Refresh  

Refresh is a distribution center comprises in 

proliferating upgrades on source information to 

correspondingly redesign the base information and 

inferred information put away in the stockroom. 
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There are two sets of issues to consider: when to 

invigorate, and how to revive. For the most part, the 

stockroom is invigorated intermittently (e.g., every 

day or week by week). Just if some OLAP inquiries 

need current information (e.g., up to the moment 

stock quotes), is it important to spread each upgrade. 

The revive arrangement is situated by the stockroom 

chairman, contingent upon client needs and 

movement, and may be diverse for distinctive 

sources. Revive methods might likewise rely on upon 

the qualities of the source and the capacities of the 

database servers. Removing a whole source 

document or database is generally as well 

extravagant, yet may be the main decision for legacy 

formation sources. Most contemporary database 

frameworks give replication servers that backing 

incremental procedures for proliferating upgrades 

from an essential database to one or more imitations. 

Such replication servers can be utilized to 

incrementally revive a distribution center when the 

sources change. There are two fundamental 

replication systems: information shipping and 

transaction shipping. In information shipping (e.g., 

utilized as a part of the Oracle Replication Server, 

Praxis), a table in the distribution center is dealt with 

as a remote depiction of a table in the source 

database. After row triggers are utilized to upgrade a 

depiction log table at whatever point the source table 

changes; and a programmed revive calendar (or a 

manual invigorate strategy) is then situated up to 

spread the redesigned information to the remote 

depiction. In transaction shipping (e.g., utilized as a 

part of the Sybase Replication Server and Microsoft 

SQL server), the consistent transaction log is utilized, 

rather than triggers and an extraordinary preview log 

table. At the source site, the transaction log is sniffed 

to recognize redesigns on recreated tables, and those 

log records are exchanged to a replication server, 

which bundles up the comparing transactions to 

overhaul the copies. Transaction shipping has the 

preference that it doesn't oblige triggers, which can 

expand the workload on the operational source 

databases. Be that as it may, it can't generally be 

utilized effectively over Dbmss from distinctive 

merchants, on the grounds that there are no standard 

Apis for getting to the transaction log. Such 

replication servers have been utilized for invigorating 

information stockrooms. On the other hand, the 

revive cycles must be appropriately picked so that the 

volume of information does not overpower the 

incremental burden utility. Notwithstanding 

proliferating changes to the base information in the 

stockroom, the determined information likewise must 

be overhauled correspondingly. The issue of building 

sensibly correct updates for incrementally updating 

derived data (materialized views) has been the 

subject of much research. For data warehousing, the 

most significant classes of derived data are summary 

tables, single-table indices and join indices. 

IV. CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND FRONT END 

TOOLS 

A well known theoretical model that impacts the 

front-end apparatuses, database outline, and the 

question motors for OLAP is the multidimensional 

perspective of information in the stockroom. In a 

multidimensional information model, there is a 

situated of numeric measures that are the objects of 

examination. Illustrations of such measures are deals, 

plan, income, stock, ROI (return on speculation). 

Each of the numeric measures relies on upon a set of 

measurements, which give the setting to the measure. 

For instance, the measurements connected with a deal 

sum can be the city, item name, and the date when 

the deal was made. The measurements together are 

expected to interestingly focus the measure. Hence, 

the multidimensional information sees a measure as a 

quality in the multidimensional space of 

measurements. Each one measurement is depicted by 

a situated of qualities. Case in point, the Product 

measurement may comprise of four qualities: the 

class and the business of the item, year of its 

presentation, and the normal overall revenue. For 

sample, the pop Surge fits in with the classification 

refreshment furthermore the nourishment business, 

was presented in 1996, and may have a normal 

overall revenue of 80%. The characteristics of a 

measurement may be connected by means of an order 

of connections. In the above case, the item name is 

identified with its class also the business property 

through such a various leveled relationship. 
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Another distinctive feature of the conceptual model 

for OLAP is its stress on aggregation of measures by 

one or more dimensions as one of the key operations; 

e.g., computing and ranking the total sales by each 

county (or by each year). Other popular operations 

include comparing two measures (e.g., sales and 

budget) aggregated by the same dimensions. Time is 

a dimension that is of particular significance to 

decision support (e.g., trend analysis). Often, it is 

desirable to have built-in knowledge of calendars and 

other aspects of the time dimension. 

 

Front End Tools 

 

The multidimensional information model developed 

out of the perspective of business information 

promoted by PC spreadsheet programs that were 

broadly utilized by business investigators. The 

spreadsheet is still the most convincing front-end 

application for OLAP. The test in supporting an 

inquiry environment for OLAP can be roughly 

condensed as that of supporting spreadsheet 

operations productively over substantial multi-

gigabyte databases. In fact, the Essbase result of 

Arbor Corporation employments Microsoft Excel as 

the front-end instrument for its multidimensional 

motor. We might quickly talk about a portion of the 

famous operations that are upheld by the 

multidimensional spreadsheet applications. One such 

operation is turning. Consider the multidimensional 

mapping of Figure 2 spoke to in a spreadsheet where 

each one column compares to a deal. Let there be one 

segment for each one measurement and an additional 

section that speaks to the measure of offer. The least 

complex perspective of rotating is that it chooses two 

measurements that are utilized to total a measure, 

e.g., deals in the above case. The collected qualities 

are frequently shown in a lattice where each one 

worth in the (x,y) direction compares to the collected 

estimation of the measure when the first 

measurement has the worth x and the second 

measurement has the worth y. Accordingly, in our 

sample, if they chose measurements are city and year, 

then the x-hub might speak to all estimations of city 

and the y-hub may speak to the a long time. The 

point (x,y) will speak to the accumulated deals for 

city x in the year y. Consequently, what were values 

in the first spreadsheets have now gotten to be line 

and section headers in the rotated spreadsheet.  

Different administrators identified with rotating are 

rollup or drill-down. Rollup compares to taking the 

current information object and doing a further 

gathering by on one of the measurements. In this 

manner, it is conceivable to move up the deals 

information, maybe officially accumulated on city, 

also by item. The drill-down operation is the opposite 

of rollup. Slice and dice compares to decreasing the 

dimensionality of the information, i.e., taking a 

projection of the information on a subset of 

measurements for chose estimations of alternate 

measurements. Case in point, we can slice and dice 

deals information for a particular item to make a table 

that comprises of the measurements city and the day 

of offer. The other famous administrators incorporate 

positioning (sorting), choices and characterizing 

processed properties. Despite the fact that the 

multidimensional spreadsheet has pulled in a ton of 

enthusiasm since it enables the end client to break 

down business information, this has not supplanted 

customary examination by method for a oversaw 

question environment. These situations use put away 

systems and predefined complex inquiries to give 

bundled investigation apparatuses. Such devices 

frequently make it workable for the end-client to 

question regarding area particular business data. 

These applications often use raw data access tools 

and optimize the access patterns depending on the 

back end database server. In addition, there are query 

environments (e.g., Microsoft Access) that help build 

ad hoc SQL queries by “pointing-and-clicking”. 

Finally, there are a variety of data mining tools that 

are often used as front end tools to data warehouses. 

V. DATABASE DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

The multidimensional data model described above is 

implemented directly by MOLAP servers. We will 

describe these briefly in the next section. However, 

when a relational ROLAP server is used, the 
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multidimensional model and its operations have to be 

mapped into relations and SQL queries. In this 

section, we describe the design of relational database 

schemas that reflect the multidimensional views of 

data. Element Relationship outlines and 

standardization procedures are famously utilized for 

database outline as a part of OLTP situations. Be that 

as it may, the database outlines proposed by ER 

charts are improper for choice backing frameworks 

where productivity in questioning and in stacking 

information (counting incremental burdens) are 

paramount. Most information distribution centers 

utilize a star composition to speak to the 

multidimensional information model. The database 

comprises of a single actuality table and a solitary 

table for each one measurement. Each tuple in the 

actuality table comprises of a pointer (remote key - 

regularly utilizes a produced key for effectiveness) to 

each of the measurements that give its 

multidimensional facilitates, and stores the numeric 

measures for those directions. Each one measurement 

table comprises of sections that compare to properties 

of the measurement. Figure 3 demonstrates a case of 

a star pattern. 

 
Star schemas do not explicitly provide support for 

attribute hierarchies. Snowflake schemas provide a 

refinement of star schemas where the dimensional 

hierarchy is explicitly represented by normalizing the 

dimension tables, as shown in Figure 4. This leads to 

advantages in maintaining the dimension tables. 

However, the denormalized structure of the 

dimensional tables in star schemas may be more 

appropriate for browsing the dimensions. 

Fact constellations are examples of more complex 

structures in which multiple fact tables share 

dimensional tables. For example, projected expense 

and the actual expense may form a fact constellation 

since they share many dimensions. 

 
 

Notwithstanding the certainty and measurement 

tables, information distribution centers store chose 

synopsis tables containing preaggregated 

information. In the least difficult cases, the 

preaggregated information relates to accumulating 

the certainty table on one or more chose 

measurements. Such preaggregated synopsis 

information can be spoke to in the database in no less 

than two ways. Give us a chance to consider the 

illustration of a rundown table that has downright 

deals by item by year in the setting of the star 

diagram of Figure3. We can speak to such a rundown 

table by a different actuality table which imparts the 

measurement Product furthermore a different 

contracted measurement table for time, which 

comprises of just the qualities of the measurement 

that bode well for the synopsis table (i.e., year). On 

the other hand, we can speak to the synopsis table by 

encoding the collected tuples in the same actuality 

table furthermore the same measurement tables 

without including new tables. This may be fulfilled 

by adding another level field to each measurement 

and utilizing nulls: We can encode a day, a month or 

a year in the Date measurement table as takes after: 

(id0, 0, 22, 01, 1960) speaks to a record for Jan 22, 

1960, (id1, 1, NULL, 01, 1960) speaks to the month 

Jan 1960 and (id2, 2, NULL, Invalid, 1960) speaks to 

the year 1960. The second quality speaks to the new 

quality level: 0 for quite a long time, 1 for quite a 

long time, 2 for quite a long time. In the certainty 

table, a record containing the remote key id2 speaks 

to the collected deals for a Product in the year 1960. 

The recent technique, while diminishing the quantity 

of tables, is regularly a wellspring of operational 

lapses since the level field necessities be precisely 

deciphered. 

VI. WAREHOUSE SERVERS 

Data warehouses may contain large volumes of data. 

To answer queries efficiently, therefore, requires 
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highly efficient access methods and query processing 

techniques. Several issues arise. First, data 

warehouses use redundant structures such as indices 

and materialized views. Choosing which indices to 

build and which views to materialize is an important 

physical design problem. The next challenge is to 

effectively use the existing indices and materialized 

views to answer queries. Optimization of complex 

queries is another important problem. Also, while for 

data-selective queries, efficient index scans may be 

very effective, data-intensive queries need the use of 

sequential scans. Thus, improving the efficiency of 

scans is important. Finally, parallelism needs to be 

exploited to reduce query response times. In this 

short paper, it is not possible to elaborate on each of 

these issues. Therefore, we will only briefly touch 

upon the highlights. 

 

Index Structures and their Usage 

A number of query processing techniques that exploit 

indices are useful. For instance, the selectivities of 

multiple conditions can be exploited through index 

intersection. Other useful index operations are union 

of indexes. These index operations can be used to 

significantly reduce and in many cases eliminate the 

need to access the base tables. Warehouse servers can 

use bit map indices, which support efficient index 

operations (e.g., union, intersection). Consider 

a leaf page in an index structure corresponding to a 

domain value d. Such a leaf page traditionally 

contains a list of the record ids (RIDs) of records that 

contain the value d. However, bit map indices use an 

alternative representation of the above RID list as a 

bit vector that has one bit for each record, which is 

set when the domain value for that record is 

d. In a sense, the bit map index is not a new index 

structure, but simply an alternative representation of 

the RID list. The popularity of the bit map index is 

due to the fact that the bit vector representation of the 

RID lists can speed up index intersection, union, join, 

and aggregation11. For example, if we have a query 

of the form column1 = d & column2 = d then we can 

identify the qualifying records by taking the AND of 

the two bit vectors. While such representations can be 

very useful for low cardinality domains (e.g., 

gender), they can also be effective for higher 

cardinality domains through compression of bitmaps 

(e.g., run length encoding). Bitmap indices were 

originally used in Model 204, but many products 

support them today (e.g., Sybase IQ). An interesting 

question is to decide on which attributes to index. In 

general, this is really a question that must be 

answered by the physical database design process. 

In addition to indices on single tables, the specialized 

nature of star schemas makes join indices especially 

attractive for decision support. While traditionally 

indices map the value in a column to a list of rows 

with that value, a join index maintains the 

relationships between a foreign key with its matching 

primary keys. In the context of a star schema, a join 

index can relate the values of one or more attributes 

of a dimension table to matching rows in the fact 

table. For example, consider the schema of Figure 3. 

There can be a join index on City that maintains, for 

each city, a list of RIDs of the tuples in the fact table 

that correspond to sales in that city. Thus a join index 

essentially precomputes a binary join. Multikey join 

indices can represent precomputed n-way joins. 

For example, over the Sales database it is possible to 

construct a multidimensional join index from 

(Cityname, Productname) to the fact table. Thus, the 

index entry for (Seattle, jacket) points to RIDs of 

those tuples in the Sales table that have the above 

combination. Using such a multidimensional join 

index can sometimes provide savings over taking the 

intersection of separate indices on Cityname and 

Productname. Join indices can be used with bitmap 

representations for the RID lists for efficient join 

processing. Finally, decision support databases 

contain a significant amount of descriptive text and 

so indices to support text search are useful as well. 

 

Materialized Views and their Usage 

The challenges in exploiting materialized views are 

not unlike those in using indices: (a) identify the 

views to materialize, (b) exploit the materialized 

views to answer queries, and (c) efficiently update 

the materialized views during load and refresh. The 

currently adopted industrial solutions to these 

problems consider materializing views that have a 

relatively simple structure. Such views consist of 

joins of the fact table with a subset of dimension 

tables (possibly after some selections on those 

dimensions), with the aggregation of one or more 

measures grouped by a set of attributes from the 

dimension tables. The structure of these views is a 

little more complex when the underlying schema is a 

snowflake. 
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Transformation of Complex SQL Queries 

There has been substantial work on “unnesting” 

complex SQL queries containing nested subqueries 

by translating them into single block SQL queries 

when certain syntactic restrictions are satisfied. 

Another direction that has been pursued in optimizing 

nested subqueries is reducing the number of 

invocations and batching invocation of inner 

subqueries by semi-join like techniques. 

 

Parallel Processing 

Parallelism assumes a huge part in transforming 

enormous databases. Teradata spearheaded a 

percentage of the key engineering. All real merchants 

of database administration frameworks now offer 

information parceling and parallel inquiry 

transforming innovation. 

MOLAP Servers: These servers directly support the 

multidimensional view of data through a 

multidimensional storage engine. This makes it 

possible to implement front-end multidimensional 

queries on the storage layer through direct mapping. 

An example of such a server is Essbase (Arbor). Such 

an approach has the advantage of excellent indexing 

properties, but provides poor storage utilization, 

especially when the data set is sparse. Many MOLAP 

servers adopt a 2-level storage representation to adapt 

to sparse data sets and use compression extensively. 

In the two-level storage representation, a set of one or 

two dimensional subarrays that are likely to be dense 

are identified, through the use of design tools or by 

user input, and are represented in the array format. 

Then,the traditional indexing structure is used to 

index onto these “smaller” arrays. Many of the 

techniques that were devised for statistical databases 

appear to be relevant for MOLAP servers. 

VII. METADATA AND WAREHOUSE 

MANAGEMENT 

Since an information stockroom reflects the plan of 

action of an venture, a fundamental component of a 

warehousing structural planning is metadata 

administration. Numerous various types of metadata 

must be overseen. Regulatory metadata incorporates 

all of the data essential for setting up and utilizing a 

stockroom: portrayals of the source databases, back-

end what's more front-end instruments; meanings of 

the distribution center composition, inferred 

information, measurements and progressions, 

predefined inquiries also reports; information shop 

areas and substance; physical association, for 

example, information segments; information 

extraction, cleaning, also change tenets; information 

invigorate and cleansing arrangements; also client 

profiles, client approval and access control 

arrangements. Business metadata incorporates 

business terms and definitions, responsibility for 

information, and charging arrangements. Operational 

metadata incorporates data that is gathered amid the 

operation of the distribution center: the heredity of 

relocated and changed information; the cash of 

information in the distribution center (dynamic, 

documented or cleansed); and observing data, for 

example, use facts, lapse reports, and review trails. 

Creating and managing a warehousing system is 

hard. Many different classes of tools are available to 

facilitate different aspects of the process described in 

Section 2. Development tools are used to design and 

edit schemas, views, scripts, rules, queries, and 

reports. Planning and analysis tools are used for 

what-if scenarios such as understanding the impact of 

schema changes or refresh rates, and for doing 

capacity planning. Warehouse management tools 

(e.g., HP Intelligent Warehouse Advisor, IBM Data 

Hub, Prism Warehouse Manager) are used for 

monitoring a warehouse, reporting statistics and 

making suggestions to the administrator: usage of 

partitions and summary tables, query execution 

times, types and frequencies of drill downs or rollups, 

which users or groups request which data, peak and 

average workloads over time, exception reporting, 

detecting runaway queries, and other quality of 

service metrics. System and network management 

tools are used to measure traffic between clients and 

servers, between warehouse servers and operational 

databases, and so on. Finally, only recently have 

workflow management tools been considered for 

managing the extractscrub-transform-load-refresh 

process. The steps of the process can invoke 

appropriate scripts stored in the repository, and can 

be launched periodically, on demand, or when 

specified events occur. The workflow engine ensures 

successful completion of the process, persistently 

records the success or failure of each step, and 

provides failure recovery with partial roll back, retry, 

or roll forward. 
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VIII. RESEARCH ISSUES 

We have portrayed the significant specialized 

difficulties in creating and sending choice help 

systems. Data cleaning is an issue that is reminiscent 

of heterogeneous information mix, an issue that has 

been considered for a long time. Be that as it may 

here the accentuation is on information 

inconsistencies rather than mapping inconsistencies. 

Information cleaning is additionally nearly identified 

with information mining, with the destination of 

proposing conceivable inconsistencies. It is essential 

to perceive the unique pretended by collection. 

Choice help supportive networks as of now give the 

field of inquiry advancement with expanding 

difficulties in the conventional inquiries of selectivity 

estimation and expense based calculations that can 

abuse changes without blasting the hunt space (there 

are a lot of changes, however few dependable cost 

estimation procedures and few keen expense based 

calculations/look methodologies to adventure them). 

Dividing the usefulness of the question motor 

between the middleware (e.g., ROLAP layer) and the 

back end server is likewise a fascinating issue. The 

administration of information distribution centers 

likewise shows new challenges. Distinguishing 

runaway questions and overseeing and planning 

assets are issues that are paramount yet have not been 

generally illuminated. 
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